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Online Content Creation is a Huge Economy
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Competition between Human-Generated and AI-
Generated Contents is Already Here

Human created contents
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Competition between Human-Generated and AI-
Generated Contents is Already Here

The competition not only 
affects the Internet ecosystem, 
but also has real-world 
consequences 
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Competition between Human-Generated and AI-
Generated Contents is Already Here

Texts

Images

This is the critical time to rethink online content ecosystem
and how generative AIs (GenAIs) will affect/reshape it
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Two Modes that GenAIs Can Affect Content Creation

1. GenAIs as representations of an Internet content ecosystem 

2. GenAIs create part of an Internet content ecosystem  

Images

Texts
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Two Modes that GenAIs Can Affect Content Creation

1. GenAIs as representations of an Internet content ecosystem 

2. GenAIs create part of an Internet content ecosystem  

Images

Bridges user traffic and online contents

Backpropagation

Texts

Sink of user traffic 

Directly resolves queries

Users have no need to visit 
content websites any more
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Two Modes that GenAIs Can Affect Content CreationReminder of  This Lecture

1. GenAIs as representations of an Internet content ecosystem 

2. GenAIs create part of an Internet content ecosystem  

Images

Texts

…will zoom into the second mode
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Two Modes that GenAIs Can Affect Content CreationReminder of  This Lecture

1. GenAIs as representations of an Internet content ecosystem 

2. GenAIs create part of an Internet content ecosystem  

Images

Texts

…will zoom into the second mode

Ø Tries to answer one economic questions – how AI 
content generation affects incentives of human creators 
in recommender systems and the equilibrium?

Ø Link to a relevant recent workshop at AAAI 2024 

Credit: DALL.E

https://sites.google.com/view/recommender-ecosystems/home?authuser=0
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Paper link: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.15467.pdf

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2402.15467.pdf
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𝜇!

Built upon recent multi-agent system modeling for content creation 
competition among human creators [BT’17, HKJKD’22, YLNWX’22, JGS’23]

Utility-maximizing human 
content creators

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#
Size of user 
population

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Attracts $!"
∑# $#"

of 

topic 𝑘 users 

Creator 𝑖
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Built upon recent multi-agent system modeling for content creation 
competition among human creators [BT’17, HKJKD’22, YLNWX’22, JGS’23]

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Attracts $!"
∑# $#"

of 

topic 𝑘 users 

Creator 𝑖
Payoff of creator 𝑖 =

∑$
%!"⋅'"
∑# %#"

− 𝑐)(𝒙))
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Ø 𝑖’s user traffic from 
content topic 𝑘

Ø Captures competition 
(i.e., Tullock contest)

Built upon recent multi-agent system modeling for content creation 
competition among human creators [BT’17, HKJKD’22, YLNWX’22, JGS’23]

Payoff of creator 𝑖 =

∑$
%!"⋅'"
∑# %#"

− 𝑐)(𝒙))

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Attracts $!"
∑# $#"

of 

topic 𝑘 users 

Creator 𝑖
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Ø 𝑖’s cost of creating contents 
of different topics

Ø 𝑐! captures 𝑖’s expertise
(i.e., 𝑐! 𝒙 = 𝑥&' + 0.1𝑥'')

Built upon recent multi-agent system modeling for content creation 
competition among human creators [BT’17, HKJKD’22, YLNWX’22, JGS’23]

Payoff of creator 𝑖 =

∑$
%!"⋅'"
∑# %#"

− 𝑐)(𝒙))

𝜇!
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amount of contents
for topic 𝑘
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Creator 𝑖
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Ø 𝑖’s cost of creating contents 
of different topics

Ø 𝑐! captures 𝑖’s expertise
(i.e., 𝑐! 𝒙 = 𝑥&' + 0.1𝑥'')

Payoff of creator 𝑖 =

∑$
%!"⋅'"
∑# %#"

− 𝑐)(𝒙))

Similar studies of competition among (only) human creators has been 
widely studied recently, and also been applied to real systems

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Attracts $!"
∑# $#"

of 

topic 𝑘 users 

Creator 𝑖
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Similar studies of competition among (only) human creators has been 
widely studied recently, and also been applied to real systems

Next: integrate GenAI into the competition

ü GenAI as a new way 
for content creation

ü May affect creators in 
two different ways  

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Attracts $!"
∑# $#"

of 

topic 𝑘 users 

Creator 𝑖
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Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖special GenAI creator 

Model 1: Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Ø A special creator has exclusive access to GenAI (e.g., OpenAI or early 
adopters)

Ø Capture early stage of GenAI (e.g. now)
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Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents

𝛼 = GenAI data 
usage efficiency
𝛽 = scaling exponent

[OpenAI, 2020]
𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖special GenAI creator 

Model 1: Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Ø A special creator has exclusive access to GenAI (e.g., OpenAI or early 
adopters)

Ø Capture early stage of GenAI (e.g. now)
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Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖special GenAI creator 

Model 1: Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Ø The same model, except that the share of users attracted to creator 𝑖 is 
now $!"

*⋅ ∑# $#"
$
#∑# $#"

on topic 𝑘

Competition captures the 
tension between GenAI
and human creators
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𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖

Model I1: Inclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Ø Here GenAI technology has become mature 
enough that it is an option to every creator

a low-cost option that 
creates 𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("

)

amount of contents

This competition captures 
tradeoff between adopting 
GenAI and creating 
authentic contents
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Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖special GenAI creator 

Next:
Ø Some initial insights we obtained via game-theoretic analysis
Ø Will start from exclusive human-vs-GenAI competition
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Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents

𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖special GenAI creator 

Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q1: does a (pure) Nash equilibrium (𝒙!∗ , ⋯ , 𝒙+∗ ) always exist?
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Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q1: does a (pure) Nash equilibrium (𝒙!∗ , ⋯ , 𝒙+∗ ) always exist?

ØFortunately, YES if 𝛽 ∈ [0,1] and 𝑐) convex – in fact, it’s unique
§ This is a pleasant surprise, since equilibrium of Tullock contests is 

generally complex

ØThe new 𝛼 ⋅ ∑, 𝑥,$
- term does not show up in any classic study of 

Tullock contests
§ A unique feature of ML that depends on aggregated data  

Create  𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("
)

amount of contents
𝛽 = scaling exponent
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Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q1: does a (pure) Nash equilibrium (𝒙!∗ , ⋯ , 𝒙+∗ ) always exist?

ØKey proof idea: it can be shown to be a monotone game
§ Side product: many natural no-regret learning dynamics converge to 

equilibrium

ØMoreover, this equilibrium provably admits natural properties:
§ More cost-efficient human creators generate more contents
§ More human creators lead to more total body of contents
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Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q2: Will GenAI drive humans out of the ecosystems? Are there still 
authentic contents at equilibrium and, if so, how much?

ØA fortunately positive answer – they will reach certain “symbiosis” 

Theorem [YLNWX’24]: Suppose cost function is weighted 𝑙,-norm
(i.e., 𝑐! 𝒙! = ∑" 𝑐!" 𝑥!" ,), then at the unique pure NE we have

𝑠"∗ ,

𝜇" 𝒄⋅".& &
,.&

= 𝐶 𝛼, 𝜌

where 𝑠"∗ = ∑! 𝑥!"∗ is the total human-created content for topic 𝑘 and
𝒄⋅".& = (𝑐&".&, 𝑐'".&, ⋯ , 𝑐/".&) captures human production efficiency.
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Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

ØGenAI’s learning rate 𝛽 did not show up in the bound (though it did affect 
equilibrium existence)

ØNote 𝛼 = 0 degenerates to no GenAI case, so competition with GenAI will not 
drive human out, but reduce total creation by a constant factor

ØFurther analysis shows that as human become more efficient (i.e., ↓ 𝜌), 
§ more contents will be created for niche topic (small 𝜇")
§ less contents will be created for popular topic (large 𝜇")    

Theorem [YLNWX’24]: Suppose cost function is weighted 𝑙,-norm
(i.e., 𝑐! 𝒙! = ∑" 𝑐!" 𝑥!" ,), then at the unique pure NE we have

𝑠"∗ ,

𝜇" 𝒄⋅".& &
,.&

= 𝐶 𝛼, 𝜌

where 𝑠"∗ = ∑! 𝑥!"∗ is the total human-created content for topic 𝑘 and
𝒄⋅".& = (𝑐&".&, 𝑐'".&, ⋯ , 𝑐/".&) captures human production efficiency.
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Exclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Remarks. 

ØEmpirical simulation reveals that similar insights hold for general cost 
functions

ØAll above results generalize to the 𝜇"(𝑠") cases 

Theorem [YLNWX’24]: Suppose cost function is weighted 𝑙,-norm
(i.e., 𝑐! 𝒙! = ∑" 𝑐!" 𝑥!" ,), then at the unique pure NE we have

𝑠"∗ ,

𝜇" 𝒄⋅".& &
,.&

= 𝐶 𝛼, 𝜌

where 𝑠"∗ = ∑! 𝑥!"∗ is the total human-created content for topic 𝑘 and
𝒄⋅".& = (𝑐&".&, 𝑐'".&, ⋯ , 𝑐/".&) captures human production efficiency.
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𝜇!

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

𝜇" 𝜇#

create 𝑥!" ∈ ℝ#
amount of contents
for topic 𝑘

Creator 𝑖

a low-cost option that 
creates 𝛼 ⋅ ∑( 𝑥("

)

amount of contents

Inclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition
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Inclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q1: does a (pure) Nash equilibrium always exist?

ØUnfortunately, not always, but YES under certain conditions
§ Existence requires “light competition” – i.e., sufficiently good scaling 

exponent of GenAI and fast-growing user demand
§ Generally, not unique  
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Inclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q2: How many human creators will resort to GenAI for content 
creation, and who are they?  

Theorem [YLNWX’24]: Assume 𝑙,-norm costs and light competition,
then there always exists a pure Nash equilibrium of following format:
on each topic 𝑘, creation at equilibrium is (𝑥&,", 𝑥',", ⋯ , 𝑥1,", ⊥,⋯ , ⊥)
where ⊥= GenAI and 𝑐&," ≤ 𝑐'," ≤ ⋯𝑐1," < 𝑐1#&,"⋯ ≤ 𝑐/,".

Moreover,
𝑚
𝑛 ≤ 𝐶 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜌 ⋅

𝜇"
&.)
,

𝑛&.
(&.))(,.&)

,

Takeaways
Ø Unsurprisingly, less efficient creators will switch to GenAIs
Ø Less fraction of creators generate authentic contents when (a) topic is 

niche (small 𝜇"); or (b) competitive environment (large 𝑛); or (c) better 
GenAI technology

Ø When 𝑛 is significantly larger than 𝜇", everyone switches to GenAI
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Inclusive Human-vs-GenAI Competition

Q2: How many human creators will resort to GenAI for content 
creation, and who are they?  

Theorem [YLNWX’24]: Assume 𝑙,-norm costs and light competition,
then there always exists a pure Nash equilibrium of following format:
on each topic 𝑘, creation at equilibrium is (𝑥&,", 𝑥',", ⋯ , 𝑥1,", ⊥,⋯ , ⊥)
where ⊥= GenAI and 𝑐&," ≤ 𝑐'," ≤ ⋯𝑐1," < 𝑐1#&,"⋯ ≤ 𝑐/,".

Moreover,
𝑚
𝑛 ≤ 𝐶 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜌 ⋅

𝜇"
&.)
,

𝑛&.
(&.))(,.&)

,

Remarks
Ø These insights are also observed in simulations, for more general setups
Ø All above results generalize to the 𝜇"(𝑠") cases 
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Summary
ØGame-theoretic analysis about the competition of GenAI and human 

for content creation in recommendation systems
ØTwo different modes of competition, depending on the stage of the 

AI technology

ØEconomic analysis shows encouraging symbiosis between human 
and GenAI
• No significant harm on the macro-level, but does not rule out possibility 

that a single individual human can may do significantly worse
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Many Many Open Directions

ØCopyright issue
ØWhat if GenAI platforms have to pay creators for acquiring their 

authentic data for training GenAIs, and how to acquire such data?

ØWhat if GenAI platforms charge creators for generating contents?
ØAuthentic contents can now profit from serving Internet users AND

serving GenAI platforms – how would this change the competition?

Credit: DALL.E
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Many Many Open Directions

ØCopyright issue
ØWhat if GenAI platforms have to pay creators for acquiring their 

authentic data for training GenAIs, and how to acquire such data?

ØWhat if GenAI platforms charge creators for generating contents?
ØAuthentic contents can now profit from serving Internet users AND

serving GenAI platforms – how would this change the competition?
ØWhat about the “search engine + conversational engine” competition?

Credit: DALL.E
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End of Lecturing for CMSC 35401

Hope you enjoyed the topics!

Next: Your Show Time



Thank  You

Questions?
haifengxu@uchicago.edu


